To: Players and their related staffs
While some of the UNIQLO WHEELCHAIR TENNIS TOUR events have been postponed or
cancelled around the world due to the Coronavirus (COVID 19) outbreak as you are aware,
We, Tournament Office of the Japan Open 2020 (to be held during the period of April 21st 26th 2020), have been progressing all the preparation/arrangements required for the
tournament assuming it can be held, as of today (March 9th 2020)
However, we will have to decide to hold it as scheduled or not in line with policies (to cope
with the coronavirus) to be set forth by the Japanese Government or the municipal
governments in the future, as the case so far.
We would request all the players to closely check alerts or available information every day
that will be issued/provided by:


Government of your country



Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan
https://www.anzen.mofa.go.jp/masters/tawinfectiousdiseases.html



Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/newpage_00032.html



Embassy of Japan in your country



ITF



Japan Open HP https://japanopen-tennis.com/



National organization for sports in your country



Your General Practitioner（GP）or home doctor



Your travel agency



Any other relevant organizations

In case that you will withdraw your entry or the tournament is cancelled/postponed
depending upon changes in the situation of any aspect in this regard, please re-confirm the
related massage given by ITF.
Please note that we, Tournament Office, shall not be liable for any loss or other detriments
caused by your withdrawal/participation or cancellation/postponement of the tournament
(excepting refundment of entry fee). Hence, we would suggest your careful travel
arrangements to avoid them (such as cancelation fee of your booked flights).

Any important update on Japan Open 2020 will be available in its HP. In addition, we will
provide all the players who have completed their entry with the updates directly by e-mail.
Please let Yoko Yanase (info@japanopen-tennis.com) know if you need any more
information.
Eri Maeda
President
Japan Open 2020

